
Some ritual movement dowsing discoveries 

Angie Lake (April 2014) 

In response to a nudge for any interesting articles for the next magazine, here are some 
old ‘ritual movement’ dowsing plans. This one shows the result of dowsing at The 
Pipers near The Hurlers, Minions, in September 2008. The pattern shown by my rods 
highlighted two small stones that, previously, we had no idea existed. 

  

View towards the new stone alignment from Pipers. Jackie stands at position ‘22’ in plan. 

She is just below top of ridge at centre of photo, watched by white dog on path. (Dark blob 

left of centre is one of our backpacks.) 

The moves are numbered from ‘1’ (double swirls by the western Piper stone at lower 
right in Plan 1) initially looping south and back (‘3’) to the eastern Piper stone with 
mirror image swirls at ‘5’, and also mirror image rod openings at right-angles to 
forward movement at ‘2’ and ‘4’. After circling the eastern Piper (‘6’ and ‘7’) the rods 
opened twice (‘8’) between the pillars before movement continued south with rods 
opening at right-angles to forward movement all the way (‘9’) [nine rod openings to 
this point], with diversions at ‘10’ and ‘12’ for larger looping moves, which terminated 
in tighter swirls at ‘11’ and ‘13’. From ‘14’ there were ten more rod openings (‘15’) to 
forward movement. Then three anti-clockwise turns around the stone at ‘16’ before a 
large semi-circular movement (‘18’) leading back to stone at ‘20’, that included mirror-
image rod openings at ‘17’ and ‘19’ [echoing moves ‘2’ to ‘4’]. Taking compass readings 
from both: from stone ‘16’ to the Pipers read ‘350˚’, and from stone ‘20’ to the Pipers 
‘due North’. After what I believe was another three turns around stone ‘20’, the rods 
led me to a point mid-way between the two small stones (‘22’), then I began to advance 
North towards The Pipers, stopping at ‘23’ when rods opened at right-angles to 

https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/pipers.jpg


forward movement just once. The pathway headed straight to The Pipers with just two 
more rod openings at ‘25’, before passing through the two portals, when rods opened 
(‘26’). 

  

[R]: Stone at ‘16’ in dowsing plan with Pipers in distance (top centre, to left of dark 
bush). [L]: Jackie stands by stone at ‘16’, while stone at ‘20’ is in foreground. (NB: 
Old analogue film) 

https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/jackie-b-y-stone-16.jpg


  



Discovery of possible Triple-Circle Layout at Merry Maidens 

 

Part 1 of two plans of Merry Maidens showing north-easterly ‘circle’ 



  

Part 2 of two plans of Merry Maidens showing south-westerly ‘circle’ 



As well as dowsing them on a solo visit in May 2007, I also asked my friend Jackie to 
check the circles out whilst on holiday together in September 2012, and she 
confirmed my findings. Are we both wrong, or have others found them, too? 

]

  

The large stone in the hedge near NE arc of NE circle (taken 2007) 

  

 Jackie dowses position of missing stone in Merry Maidens circle (2012) 

https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Large-stone-in-Hedge.jpg
https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/missing-stone-at-merry-maidens.jpg


  

Jackie dowsing with area of SW circle in background 

I found one photo from 2007 showing the large hedge stone in Plan 1 (top). Also two 
of Jackie dowsing in 2012, but don’t recall if this view (immediately above) had 
anything to do with her dowsing the SW 'circle' which would be to the left of the path 
as you walk down to the gate from the existing circle. 

She did dowse for a possible missing stone in the circle, the position of which we 
both agreed on, and she is shown on the spot (middle above). 

https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Jackie-with-SW-circle.jpg


Discovery of possible avenue of posts or stones at Higher Drift  



  



  



This site with two lovely standing stones is variously known as Drift Stones, Higher 
Drift Stones, The Sisters, or The Triganeeris Sisters. They stand at OS map grid ref: 
SW 4371 2831 in a farm field next to the A30, just past Drift. Sometimes the land is 
planted or ploughed, but in March 2004 it was easy to dowse with just grass instead 
of crops. 

Of all the processional route/ritual movement dowsing I’ve recorded, none has ever 
had a pattern like this one. Maybe there were once wooden posts where the 
anticlockwise loops occur – or perhaps, even standing stones that have been cleared 
away? I read somewhere that a burial had been found between the stones. 

I use assorted coloured ink in the plans to differentiate between moves but, because 
the plans will probably be reproduced in black, I ought to explain in more detail: 

I started at the top of Plan 1 moving to SW, with rods opening three times between the 
stones (‘2’). Movement swung to my left, looping around anticlockwise once (‘4’), then 
continued to SW, looping another four times (‘6’, ‘8’, ‘10’ and ‘12’), as if I were going 
around a total of 5 posts while moving in that direction. From move ‘12’ I continued 
without interruption to ‘14’, where the rods led me approx NW for several yards, then 
at ‘16’, turned abruptly back to NE. A mirror-image of movements followed, with 5 
more anticlockwise turns (‘18’, ‘20’, ‘22’, ‘24’ and ‘26’). By now I was standing in front 
of the pillar nearest the road. My rods then swung into a large clockwise circle (‘28’) 
between the ‘lines of posts’ then swung between the stones into another large 
anticlockwise circle (‘29’). 

In Part 2 you can see the two large circular moves, and ‘29’ ends in a major 6-fold 
anticlockwise swirl (‘30’) in between the stones. I end up facing SW with the rods 
opening once between the stones (‘32’), before swinging across to my left where (3x [1 
anti, followed by 1 clockwise]) which I’ve christened ‘bow of ribbon’, or ‘figure of eight’ 
loops occurred (‘34’). The rods then took me across to the other pillar, where 2 similar 
looping movements occurred (‘36’). A couple of tight anticlockwise swirls before 
leaving that spot (‘37’) and head towards a central position (‘38’). From here the rods 
took me SW until I was at a position between the most southwesterly ‘posts’ (i.e.: 
between ‘12’ and ‘18’ – etched in pencil on Plan 2) where the rods opened three times 
to my forward movement. One large ‘bow of ribbon’ (anticlockwise to my left, then 
clockwise to my right) followed at ‘42’. A few yards further on (and where the furthest 
extent of my tracks in Plan 1 would have terminated at SW (‘15’), I turned clockwise to 
face back towards NE, immediately going into another large ‘bow of ribbon’ (this time 
anticlockwise to my right, followed by clockwise to my left. Next I headed NE until at 
a point between the two most SW ‘posts’ again, and the rods opened 3 times to forward 
movement. A large ‘bow of ribbon’ loop followed. These moves at ‘47’ and ‘48’ echoed 
those just enacted while heading southwest. A little further NE another ‘bow of ribbon’ 
anticlockwise to right, followed by clockwise to left (‘50’), preceded a single 3-turns-
clockwise swirl (‘51’). A single tight anticlockwise swirl followed then the rods took me 
NE again and between (approx) the ‘posts’ at ‘6’ and ‘24’ the first of three rod openings 
occurred, which would take me to a third opening between the pillars of stone (‘56’). A 
little way to NE, the rods crossed and I finished the exercise (‘58’), and noted that this 
point was approx central to the large earlier circle in move ‘29’. Whether that had any 
relation to the site of a burial, I don’t know. I didn’t ‘ask’. It had been a fascinating and 
unusual dowse. 



  

 N. across stones to field gate, (rear of left one) 

  

View SW to St. Buryan Church (centre) 

https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/stones-with-field-gate1.jpg
https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/View-to-St-Buryan-Church1.jpg


 

Drift stones ritual movement area, looking from SW to NE 

Discovery of possible ritual post or stone in earliest sacred area of Maiden Castle 

  

The eastern section of Maiden Castle is the site of the earliest camp on this hill and the site 

dowsed in October 2003 is in the centre of that section - to the right in the antiquarian 

etching above. 

This was another unique pattern found whilst dowsing for ritual movement, focusing 
on a centre point on the higher ground at the east of Maiden Castle, and I wondered if 
a large post or stone had once stood here. Its position must be at or near the eastern 
end of a known Neolithic long mound or bank barrow, so the moves may have occurred 
near its (now invisible) eastern terminal, though I read on ‘Pastscape’ that the 
monument was extended at each end over the years. From the same source: “It has 

https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Drift-Stones-in-Ritual-Movement-area.jpg


been excavated on at least three occasions - by Mortimer Wheeler in the mid-1930s, 
by RJC Atkinson in 1951, and by N Sharples in 1985-6. It was surveyed by RCHME in 
1984-5 by RCHME. Wheeler encountered some post holes, which he felt were 
Neolithic and therefore associated with the barrow structure. Two intrusive Saxon 
inhumations were also found just below the surface at the east end of the barrow. One 
was a supine burial with its head to the west. Grave goods including a seax and knife 
were recovered and indicate a seventh or eigth-century date for this burial. The second 
burial had been mutilated and dismembered, and did not have any grave goods. 
Radiocarbon dating suggests a 7th-9th century date for this burial.” (I knew none of 
this on 28th September 2003.) 

I began dowsing with 2 anticlockwise spirals that led into the first ‘propellor’- shape 
movement towards NW (‘2’- ‘5’), and there were three of these, each with a set of triple 
rod-openings near the extent of their length on one side only. (See ‘3’, ‘9’ and ‘16’.) The 
other ‘propellor’- shaped moves were ‘8’– ‘11’ [to SE], and ‘14’ – ‘17’ [to South], and 
each seemed to be ‘anchored’ to the central point with sets of alternate swirls (i.e.: ‘6’ 
and ‘7’ were 2 anticlockwise swirls followed by 3 clockwise swirls, matching ‘12’ and 
‘13’, but ‘17’ and ‘18’ broke the pattern. Swirl ‘17’ was still 2 anticlockwise, but ‘18’ had 
6 clockwise swirls, then went into one larger anticlockwise move ‘19’, before taking me 
in a very large circular movement, ‘20’, towards South and back. 

Now look at the smaller inset pattern at top right of plan: 

At the point where the previous south moving circle ‘grounds’ in the central area are 2 
anticlockwise swirls (‘21’), before one larger clockwise turn (‘22’), which next took me 
into a large circle anticlockwise to the North (‘23’). This grounds back in the central 
area with 6 clockwise swirls, then heads South across the area of the southern ‘circle’ 
I’d moved in (‘20’), with rods opening 8 times at right-angles to forward movement. 
This ended in 2 anticlockwise swirls before turning back to the North. About halfway 
to the central area there was an anticlockwise turn or swirl (‘28’) after which I gave up. 
(My friend Pam, a non-dowser, had been very patient up until then, so I felt it was only 
fair to leave it at this point.) 

Thinking again about the description of the bank barrow: 

“It appears not to have performed a funerary function, but may have acted rather as a 
symbolic barrier or territorial divide.” (Pastscape) … Could it [or part of it] possibly be 
a raised ritual approach route to this ‘post’ or ‘stone’ that was a focal point of the 
ceremonies? 



  



    ]

     

  

Dowsing rods in foreground of each photo above mark centre 

https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/NNE1.jpg
https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/East.jpg
https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/south1.jpg
https://www.devondowsers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/West1.jpg


Views, Top to Bottom : N-NE (towards Dorchester); East; South [& patient Pam]; West 

From  http://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=452139 

Neolithic long mound some 546 metres in length, comprising a bank of earth between 
two parallel ditches. The ditches are 19.5 metres apart. It follows a slightly curving 
east-west course across the interior of Maiden Castle. Richard Bradley had suggested 
that the section of the bank barrow immediately west of the earliest Iron Age rampart 
(and thus just outside the causewayed enclosure (SY 68 NE 7)) had originally been a 
more conventional long barrow before being considerably extended in both directions. 
The RCHME survey appears to support this: this section of the barrow, 65 metres long 
and 15 metres wide, is considerably higher than the remainder of the monument. 
However, only excavation could demonstrate chronological precedence for any given 
section of the monument. The three elements of the monument also show differing 
alignments, and are separated by sections without a bank. The contour survey shows 
that for the whole of its length the barrow is set on a false crest, varying from some 10 
to 20 metres north of the summit of the ridge, suggesting that it was deliberately. It 
appears not to have performed a funerary function, but may have acted rather as a 
symbolic barrier or territorial divide. It has been excavated on at least three occasions 
- by Mortimer Wheeler in the mid-1930s, by RJC Atkinson in 1951, and by N Sharples 
in 1985-6. It was surveyed by RCHME in 1984-5 by RCHME. Wheeler encountered 
some post holes, which he felt were Neolithic and therefore associated with the barrow 
structure. Two intrusive Saxon inhumations were also found just below the surface at 
the east end of the barrow. One was a supine burial with its head to the west. Grave 
goods including a seax and knife were recovered and indicate a seventh or eigth-
century date for this burial. The second burial had been mutilated and dismembered, 
and did not have any grave goods. Radiocarbon dating suggests a 7th-9th century date 
for this burial. 

Update On The Possible Celtic Sanctuary in the Bow/North Tawton area of ‘Nymet’ villages 

There’s not been much progress on this search due to the bad weather over the 
winter, but we hope to set out again soon and have a couple of sites earmarked to 
visit and dowse. If anyone has anything to contribute to this, regarding any results of 
map-dowsing invited in the two previous articles, I’d love to hear from you. 
(Contact Angie Lake – at angielake9@gmail.com) 

http://www.pastscape.org.uk/hob.aspx?hob_id=452139
mailto:%20angielake@virgin.net

